


D.A.V. College, affiliated to Tribhuvan University, is one of the leading education hubs in Nepal
since 2003. It runs different programs for management students of Bachelor's and Master's
levels. The college places strong emphasis on holistic education-D.A.V. is committed to
development of "mind, body, purpose, spirit, and meaning". The objectives of the college
include expanding world views, enhancing global leadership, inspire for innovation and
advancing the world.
D.A.V. has an excellent academic reputation across the nation. The successful operation of
the Bachelors degree propagated the need of Master's degree among the parents and
stakeholders. Their request in this matter has encouraged this institution to commence MBS
degree with the proud affiliation of Tribhuvan University. Besides, the college in its sixteen
years of pairing alumni with upper division students, and their exposure among the professional
expert in multiple domain making sure their professional networks are ready to grow, and
setting the scene for students to take the world of work by storm as they prepare to leave the
college. D.A.V. hosts several academic practices as everyday academic affairs such as mind
mapping, incubation and management lab, national and international conferences, publications,
linguistic proficiency programs where mentees can get help about everything from personal
connections, comprehending the contemporary business milieu, knowing cultural and ethnic
sensitivity to resume critiques and interviewing tips.
Moreover, D.A.V.'s collaboration among the international universities such as Jain University,
Bangalore, Sharda University, Delhi, FIIB, Delhi give exposure to students in international
forum via student and faculty exchange, training, joint research, short term course, and
publications. Likewise, the industrial collaboration offers opportunities to the students to
transform their classroom knowledge into working atmosphere by means of internship,
employment, research funding, joint CSR activities, and industrial experience sharing. Therefore,
we prepare the students to be champion in dealing with the situation round the globe in three
levels: Organizational, Interpersonal and Leadership.

INTRODUCTION

MESSAGE FROM EXECUTIVES AND
RESEARCH CELL
We are delighted enough to receive huge applause from all our students, parents as well as
corporate sector for establishing benchmark in education field. Relentless effort of every
member of D.A.V. family and trust of people have enabled us to reach at the pinnacle of glory.
In the age of globalization, innovation is a major driving force to achieve competitive advantage
creating opportunities for every individual. The growth in several sectors gives the clear picture
of tremendous potential of growing employment opportunities in business and management
field. Our MBS programme is a platform wherein we always strive and aspire to build skillful
manpower and business leaders thereby ensuring overall character development of our
students in a world - class teaching - learning environment in Nepal.
The prime motive of MBS programme is not simply to build strong professional leaders for
corporate world but also produce competent individuals for the contemporary global market.
This program equally puts emphasis on the cultivation of social and academic excellence.
We believe that everyone should acquire an equal opportunity so as to flourish Nepal in terms
of the development of the business, we'd fall behind to develop our students into communicate
professionals who receive academic input through highly qualified and experienced faculties.
Our research cell of eminent members further strengthens the commitment of this school
towards quality education.
We would, therefore, like to invite all the promising graduates to D.A.V. College to explore and
excavate their latent potentialities for accomplishing their ultimate goals and materialize their
long - cherished dreams.
We hope that they would feel the difference when they become a part of D.A.V MBS programme.

MISSION
Inspire to innovate and develop through management techniques.
Spearhead entrepreneurship for sustainability.
To inculcate values that foster Nepalese culture.
To ingrain the abilities and skills to survive, adapt,

 improvise and excel in the Global world.
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